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Mathew Tom is a London based artist working with mediums such as paint and video to explore

artefacts and dreams through fictional landscapes.

Tell us about where you were educated; what did you hope to gain from art school?

I had always been interested in the arts, but I was worried about making a career of it. I thought I

would start studying and see where it goes. I am from Florida so I did my BFA there because of the

lower cost of instate tuition, but unfortunately it was not connected in any way to contemporary

art. So during my bachelors, I mostly was just drawing the model and the skeleton. Even though I

had a BFA in painting, I was still pretty lost. I then went to the Art Institute of Chicago and was truly

exposed to contemporary art and learned about conceptual art making. I took a year’s break and

moved to India. Strangely enough in India, they were obsessed with British art so I wanted to see

what the fuss was about and decided I should apply to Goldsmiths, which was the only London art

school I had really heard people speak about. Also, because I wanted a totally different educational

experience than I had before. England seemed to be making art that was very different than what I

was seeing in the US while still being familiar. I finished my MFA at Goldsmiths, which turned out
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to be more radical than I expected, and that provided me with a lot of opportunities in the UK. I

studied so much because I really wanted to be an artist but I needed some guidance.

How was the transition from studying in America to studying in the UK? Is there a big difference

in teaching methods?

That was the most shocking thing about coming to the UK. It really was a whole different world in

terms of approach. The most surprising thing about the differences were the attitudes towards art

making. For example, in the UK, philosophy is such a deep part of British art and in turn

conceptualism. Whereas I had never heard any speak about that before in America. In the US, it was

much more about aesthetics and ideas of culture, whether it is pop culture, ethnic backgrounds, or

socioeconomic.As far as teaching differences, schools in the UK seem to be much more hands off.

The student – tutor relationship was very intimate when I studied in the US. It was common to eat

lunch with your tutors and go to their houses for parties. In the UK, the community is more based

around your peers than your tutors. Also in the UK, being clever seems to be the basis for being an

artist. While in America, it was about how inherently talented you were, not how intelligent you are.

I guess it is just a different way of thinking about what being an artist means.

What themes and ideas are you currently exploring in your work?

For the past few years, I have been developing a fictional universe, which incorporates different

philosophical ideas and positions into an active, living microcosm. This world is developed through

the use of video, photographs, and drawings. In this place, which resembles an isolated religious

society in Asia, I use ideas of rituals, artefacts and dreams to translate my interests in spirituality,

western philosophy and symbols of sexuality.In having an Asian father and American Mother, the

ideas of a “Shangrila” type place, which is the culmination of Asian exoticism, has always been a

fascination. After living in India and travelling through the Himalayas, it came to me that this place

does not exist but I sought out to create one to represent my issues of Oriental romanticism.

The juxtaposition between materialism and spirituality is a recurring theme in your work. How

has it evolved through your practice?

When I lived in India, I became exposed to the dichotomy between spirituality and money. Though

it seems that they should be separate, it was one and the same. I’ve been thinking about this idea

ever since my travels. I try to inject these ideas into my fictional world.



Is there a particular structure you work towards when creating the artwork, or do you try to

experiment as much as you can within your process?

I usually try to work in projects. If I am offered a solo show, I will think about what I want to say and

what is the best way to translate that idea into artwork. After I get the layout, I will start working

around the space and think about what would visually fit best. Currently I am working on a solo

show and I want a better way to create a physical environment, so I am making sculpture,

photography, video and drawing. I experiment with the mediums to see what works best but

conceptually I don’t change too much.

Is the aesthetic of the piece built in your mind before you start to create or does it manifest and

grow as you begin to work?

I would say half and half. I definitely have a very specific idea of what I want in my mind before I

start working but there are limitations with budget and with my ability to make certain things. So

you have to experiment and see what turns out. Generally if you spend enough time of something,

eventually it will be close enough to how you want, though not always. And of course happy

accidents do occur sometimes as well.

What made you make the transition from working with paint to video art?

I started exploring mediums beyond painting because I felt painting alone wasn’t able to tell the

story I wanted. I want to create my own world and it felt like I was being held back by the medium.

Also, there is this idea of what painting should be and I wanted to break away and just do my own

thing.

Does video art allow for a broader exploration of your ideas and intentions for the piece?

Definitely. Video is very freeing. I find it is really hard to create narratives and senses of mood in

painting, but with video, you can do anything. ‘Spiritual America’ was my first video piece and I

made it at Goldsmiths to rebel against their minimalist aesthetic. The title comes from a Richard

Prince photograph, but I loved it since it says everything I was interested in. A critique on ideas of

spirituality in America, following structures of filmmaking from an outsider’s perspective and just

the idea of going on a mystic journey and not liking what you find.



Do you have any set plans of the work you want to create in the future?

I just want to make it bigger and more intricate. I would like to create a full, moving set and create a

substantial film piece. I don’t know when that will be possible but hopefully soon.

What advice can you give to students or graduates who want to pursue a career in the art sector?

The two things I think are most important are making works that you are truly passionate about and

to treat artmaking like a job. I would say be careful not to fall into trends that you don’t care about

just because it seems in fashion. Being unique will set you apart. Try to set a schedule and follow it

seriously it is difficult to make good art unless you put the time in. Also, always apply to

opportunities. Anything that you think would be good, just apply and see what happens. Don’t be

worried about rejection it is just part of the experience. I truly believe dedication and not giving up

is the most important key to making it as an artist. Someone who is passionate and dedicated will

make it over someone who is more talented and clever, every time.

Are there any shows we can expect to see you in this year in the UK?

Yes, I am currently the Starr Artist in Residence at the Royal Academy and I will be having a solo

show there in July. Also, I will be doing the Whisper Residency at the Chinese Centre for

Contemporary Art in Manchester in November so there will be an open studio to see what I’ve been

up to.
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